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CYBER REALITY DEVIC INCLOSING GA I BASED O N A PLURALITY OF

MUSICAL G AM

TECHNICAL FIELD

[00 1 The present disclosure relates to th composition a d p rfon a of sound m d video

; n in cyber reality environment, including gaming.



| 2] Th s disclosure relates to the of .sensory stimulating content including

;c and video using gaining in a cyber reality environment, such as using a virtual reality headset

disclosure includes a system and method through which a performer can virtually trigger and

ro a presentation of pre-packaged sensory stimulating content including musical programs

ig gaming. A theme for the performer is that the pre-packaged sensory stimulating conieni is

¾ y chosen such that, eve where the performer is a novice, the sensory -stimulating dat i

ented in a pleasing and sympathetic manner and scoring is provided as a f n tio of th

' ability o provide a gesture in association with a displayed virtual trigger.



[0 31 BRIEF DESCRIPTION F THE DRAWINGS

[0004] The accompanying drawings, which are included to provide a fcrther understanding of

vent and are incorporated in and constitute a par of this specification, illustrate embodiments

e disclosure an together wit the description serve to explain the principles of the disclosure.

[ 05] FIG. 1 il n rates virtual (foreground) triggers;

[0006] FIG. 2 illustrates multiple virtual triggers o top of a music-linked! mteractive background

ent

[0007 FIG. 3 illustrates a possible user's perspective of the frontal view during .game play

;

[0008] FIG. 4 illustrates trigger activator objects and ow they are use to activate virtual

e r objects;

00 FIG. 5 illustrates a diagram of system for n lt ayered media playback in Cyber

y gaming; and

[ 0| F G 6 illustrates a possible embodiment for free style mode, where the irtual triggers

always enabled and active.
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p Cyber reality is defined as th collection of virtual reality, technology assisted reality,

g reality that does not require the performer to physically touch th trigger order t

ate th trigger. Gestures of user are- detected n association with the virtual trigger to cause a

ring event.

1 j This disclosure enables anyone to mteractively play musical i str meft s and notes

e at the same ti enjoying the competition of a traditional music rhythm timing game a x 'or

of potenti al music games.

{ ] Tills disclosure enables players to actually play the notes as the user i visually

pelted to time their strikes with an array of moving trigger activation objects.

| 4| A usica underscore ay accompany the trigger activation objects to reinforce the

ieai timing, but the triggered notes do not exist in the usic underscore. They are layered on top of

ongoing musical underscore and only sound if the player triggers them during the prescribed

ng window (the "Trigge Zone"), The player can se the note "opportunity" approaching (is the

a . f a trigger activator object such as a large drop, a ba l, etc), and as the object collides wit th

gger Zone" the virtual becomes enabled and the player has a brief opportunity to trigger the

f the player strikes within the ""Frigger Zone", then the note sounds. If the player does not; strike

be appropriate time, or strikes before o r after the "Trigger Zone", then the note will not sound

e on the player's skill, they can achieve different increasingly difficult levels of play.

| 15) The player can also enter Freestyle Play at any ti e, which allows tire player to trigger

of the instruments at will,- creating new melodies and riffs without the boundary of t e "Trigger

e - tree to j us jam and create their ow music composition. The game includes a optional

ring algorithm for Free Play, allowing users to compete here as well.

fi Figure illustrates four virtual triggers 100 i a Foreground cyber environment. The

a triggers 00 are shown on top of an empt Background environment 102. The illustrated

trial triggers 10 are Guitar 104, Deck 6, Saxophone 8 and Keyboard instrument ,

rough these -virtual triggers- could be any other form, such as a -laser beam or other item without an

tr er IC N. The virtual tri gger 00 are spatial and ".float" in front of the Background

ronm en 2 collectively forming a cyber o 12,
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ρ β 7] The virtual triggers 0 appear in the cyber reality space in front of the user who

acts with them b y physically reaching out to where the virtual triggers 00 are perceived to-be

in a cyber reality display 505 (see Figure 5), such as a virtual reality headset, and touching them n

scribed way with hands, a physical object such as a conductor's t * or.a .hand-held controller.

- There ca be an number of vir tual triggers 0, and the virtual triggers 0 can be

anywhere in the cyber environment 12, directly in front off to the side, o top, or behind the

requiring the user to look to the side or up or back to see them.

9 h virtual trigger 1 0 can b an Cyber Reality object or element that indicates when

er interacts with it. These interactive Cyber Reality objects/elements send standard gestures or

Scations to an Application Engine 502, as shown i -Figure 5, when the user interacts with the in

escribed way. The Application Engine 50 sends a Tri gger~ notification to sound engine 504

n a gesture i received from a virtual trigger 100, and a correspondiug Trigger-OFF is sent whe

gesture ends.

[0020] Interactive virtual triggers 00 are configured to manipulate the Foreground

onnaent t provide visua feedback on display 50 w he they are triggered, such as, bu not

ted to, g i ght or altering the trigger imagery in som way, or b introducing additional

h e objects into the Foreground. Such trigger-specific manipulations cause the cyber realit

aground To be dynamically linked to music programs thai are being interactively triggered. Each

the performer activates a virtual trigger 100 such a by gesturing, a corresponding signal is the

t to an application engine 502 as will be described shortly, and causes the presentation of content

5c a ed with the activated virtual trigger 100. Two or more activated virtual triggers 10 create a

aposi ion including bu not limited to sympathetic music whereb each virtual trigger 0 is

c ted with a us ic program stored in. a media file 506, and the music programs are synchronized

en the music programs are play ed . Each music program ay comprise -a sub-part of a compositi on

h as a subset of a song where each subset corresponds to a particular instalment' s portion of the

npos ion. These music programs ca consist of, fo example, one or more M D files, samples

;h as .wav and p files, etc.

Figure 2 illustrates a possible embodiment of a cyber enviro men 112 where the

tual triggers 0 ..are -arranged- to present a wail of music instrument icons in front of the user within

? cyber environment 2, as viewed on display .505. The virtual triggers 10 appear in front of
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ground environment 102 consisting of an interactive kaleidoscope thai is being controlled by the

a (music program) triggers 100

[§022 The virtual triggers 100 are configured to manipulate the background cyber

ent .02 whe they ar triggered, such as, but no limited to, modifying the color properties of

die elements in the display 50 or changing fee imagery entirely.

0 23 On an individual basis, each virtual trigger 100, or the sound produced by the virtual

er 00, controls or adjusts a color component fo the display 505. The "brightness of the

r could optionally b linked t the Volume level of the sound being produced by the virtual trigger

[t 24 \ In addition, each virtual trigger 10 can increase or decrease the value of a property

i t generate the kaleidoscopic design itself ( mber of petals, Number of orbits. Radial suctio

ca factor). The amount of adjustment can be linked to the volum level of the sound being

acti vely produced by the virtual triggers 100.

The same concept ca b applied to -simulated multi-colored laser displays that dra

Metric patterns the cyber realit background, where the color attribates or geometric rendering

>erties are manipulated interactively by th virtual triggers 10 and/or the sounds that are

ractively produced by the virtual triggers 0*

G2 Such trigger-specific manipulations cause the cyber reality background 102 to b

a i i y linked to the music programs that are being Interactively triggered.

ρ 27 Figure 3 shows an embodiment fo a Game P ay mode of th cyber environment as

,ved on display 505, where five virtual triggers 0 are normally disabled and require interaction

n .animated .virtual trigger activators.300, which are being shown in this example as droplets,

| 2 ] When an animated virtual trigger activator 30 has a collision 301 with a virtual trigger

ect 100, the associated virtual trigger 0 becomes active and enabled for a predetermined time

iod, and then the associated virtual- trigger 0 returns to a disabled state. This -illustration shows an

bodhnent where the trigger activator 300 changes color when it collides with the associated virtual

;ger 0, n other embodiments, the trigger activator 300 could also fee highlighted during a

lision

j 2 } While a virtual tri gge 100 is active, it can change color or be highlighted in some way

to indicate its active state.
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0030] Figure 4 illustrates virtual trigger activation with animated drops 300 as trigger

ators.

0 3 1] Whe a signa is received fr o a virtual trigger activator 509 (see Figure 5) a teardrop

ed trigger activation object 300 is instantiated directly above a virtual trigger 100 where it begins

sling down pa 404 inwards the virtual trigger object 100.

[Θ 32] When the trigger activation object 300 collides at 3 with the virtual trigger 0 , the

tai trigger 1.00 is activated for a predetermined time window, after, which, t will become inactive

a, Virtual triggers 0 are highlighted while they are active. The predetermined time window can

siectively controlled by application engi e 502, and may be, for instance,. .5 seconds.

The trigger activation object 300 can change colo or be highlighted when it collides, t

with th virtual trigger object 100 during /this predetermined time window.

[0034] If the user interacts with the virtual trigger 0 while it is highlighted and active, an

ropriate gesture input 508 will be sent to the application engine 502, and a sound file assigned to

virtual trigger 0 will he played a d heard via speaker f the user interacts with a virtual

¾er 100 while it is inactive, nothing will b sent t the application engine 50 and no soun -is

iueed at speaker .

0 35] Ga e scoring has two different methods depending o the current mode of play: Game

f mode 302 (Figure 4) a d Eree Style mode 602 (Figure 6).

{ 36] Both modes start with a displayed score 303 having a valu of zero (0) when the

lication is launched a d the score value is dynamically adjusted a described when the application

g.

[0037] n Game y mode 3.02, if the user interacts with the virtual trigger object 100 whil it

lighlighted and active* a sound is played on speaker 512, and apredetermined value is added to the

rent score 303, such as a value of 100. If th user does not interact -with a virtual trigger 100 while

j active or interacts with it while it is inactive, o sound i played on speaker 5 , nothing s adde

the displayed score 3 3, and, i some embodiments, a .predetemtined value may optionally be

looted from the score 303, such as 25 points.

[0038] In the Free Style mode 602, the virtual triggers 100 are always active and will always

du e sound whenever the user interacts with them. Scoring in Free Style mode has its own

thods and is optional as a user selection.
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In fee style mode 602, the virtual trigger activator 50 is bypassed and al virtual

ets 0 a always active.

[0048] Gesture inputs 08 include one or e standar gestures that indicate whe and o

erae iv virtual trigger 100 is being 'ionehed" by. th use within the eyber environment 2.

re inputs 508 used for triggering may include, but a e not limited to, a Ta gesture an a Tap-

Ho d gesture.

[0049] With a Tap gesture, the touch is held within the v irtua trigger 00 for a substantially

period of time, such. s with a threshold for the short period of time of 0.5 seconds or less. The

ication engine 502 ca use the Tap gesture to trigger a o e shot play a single note in a streamed

e or start a d stop a loop,

With a ap-a d - ok gesture, the touch i held withi the virtual trigger object a

er period of- time, such as with a threshold for the longer period of time of 0 5 seconds or more

iti nal thresholds may be used fo Tap-and Ho gesture wit each threshold associated -with -a

srent action to be taken by the application engine 502,

[0051] The Application engine 502 ca use a Tap-and-hold gesture to Pulse (stream) notes.

S2 | Many additional gestures can trigger the virtual triggers, such as the user using an

c such as a wand, to trigger the vir tual triggers 0

[1)0531 Processor 503 is configured such that visua outputs from the application engine 502

displayed within the eyber realit environment o display 505 a output from sound engine

is played on speaker 5 2 . The combination of application engine 502 and sound engine 504. form

pp catio o the processor 503. The processor 503 is configured to selectively associate the music

grants with each of the plurality of virtual triggers 100. The processor 503 is configured such tha

.one of the virtual triggers 0 i s in a first stat for a prolonged period of time suecessive sai

ib e musical sounds are generated, such that, for instance, th musical program associated with th

;uai trigger continues to play uninterrupted alon with any other music programs that are

ying in response the associated virtual trigger i 00 being triggered.

[ 54 Displa 505 displays the total yber reality environment 2, which includes

reground and Background visualizations

[0055] When a .virtual trigger 1 0 is virtually touched or triggered by a user Gesture, trigger-

fi visual output fro application engine 502 can be displayed t simulate triggering a virtual

10 ithin the cyber reality environment 2 ,
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When a virtual trigger is triggered by a user Gesture, trigger-specific visual output

application 50 car be displayed to alter the display properties or attributes of any

tent within the cyber reality enviro me t 2, as the virtual triggers 0 in the Foreground or

t the user sees in the Background behind the virtual triggers 1.00.

5 Figure 6 shows a ex bodi r t for Free Style mode 602, where th virtual triggers 0

vays enabled and active.

[ SS] Figure shows how user could interact with the cyber environment 1 while in Free

mode 602, the virtual triggers 0 ar icons that are arrang d in front of the user as seen in

lay 505 of cyber reality headset display 60 .

The virtual triggers 100 are not controlled by the virtual trigger activators 300 and are

¾ys active an enabled. Every t im a user interacts with a -virtual trigge 100, the appropriate

ur 0 is se t to the application engine 502 and th assigned media file 5 6 is played.

f 0 ] In. this illustration, the virtual triggers 100 are icons that ar floating in front of

iidoscope background 102 which is dynamically controlled by the sounds bein interactively

] I both the Game P ay mode, an the Free Style mode, the generated audio music from

germg the virtual triggers i saved as a separate media file and is available for playback on

ice 5 , and is also transferable to another device for p y , s ch as to a computer and to a portable

to ie-device, such as s art phone. The saved generated audio music file 506 s shareable, suc

virelcssly b using eTo ih-or via a -removable storage device, an is al s uploadable to a device,

wor or the Cloud, such as using iFi such as using applications d Facebook, Snap Cha

ί Twitter etc.

= The appended claims set forth novel and inventive aspects o the subject matter

cribed. above, but the claims may a o encompass additional subject matter not specifically recited

detail For example, certain features, elements, or aspects may b omitted from th claims i not

essar to distinguish the novel an inventive features fro what i already known to a person

zing ordinary skill in the art. Features, elements, a aspects described herein may also be

bis ed or replaced b alternative features serving the same, equivalent, o similar purpose without

jarring from the scope of the invention defined by the appended claims.



CLAIMS

1 A method o operating a device configured t o allow use t o compose musical sounds,

comprising;

a electronic processor generating a control signal a a function o virtual triggers

selected by a user;

th electronic processor also generating the control signal as function of a plurality of

usi programs, wherein each said music program comprises sound elements comprising

subset of a musical composition, and the music programs are correlated to each other;

th electronic processor generating an audio signals indicative of audible musical sounds

as a function of the control signal,

cyber reality headset displaying the virtual triggers.

2. The method as specified in Claim 1 wherein the electronic processor associates each of

the selected virtual triggers with one or more of the plurality of music programs,

3. The method a specified in Claim further comprising the electronic processor

controlling an application engine, a definition engine responding to the application

engine, an plurality of media files including the music programs bein accessed b

the application engine,

4. The method as specified in Claim 1 wherein each of the virtual triggers are associated

with a unique musical instrument.



5. The method as specified Claim 4 wherei of the virtual triggers is depicted b

the virtuai reality headset BS an image indicative of the associated musical instrument.

6. The method as specified n Clai 1 wherein the virtuai triggers are configured such that

they are simultaneously controlled b user's hands o finge rs

7. The method as specified in Claim I wherein at least one of the displayed virtual triggers

is altered when selected by the user.

8 Th method as specified n Claim wherein at least one of the displayed virtual triggers

is highlighted when selected by the user.

9. The method as specified in Claim 1 wherein at least one ico is displayed as function

of the user selecting one of the virtual triggers.

10. The method as specified in Claim 9 wherein multiple said icons are displayed when one

of the virtuai triggers is selected.

I l The method as specified I Cla i 9 wherein the at least one icon is note icon.

12. The method as specified i Claim wherein when one of the virtual triggers is in a first

state for a prolonged period of time, the audio signals are configured t generate

successive said audible signals,



13. The method as specified in Claim 12 wherein multiple icons are displayed as a function

of the user selecting one of the virtual triggers fo a prolonged period of time.

4 The method as specified in Claim 1 wherein the audio signals are configured to generate

audible musical sounds that are s mpat het ic

15. The method as specified i Claim 1 wherein each of the music programs are a subset of

a song.

16. The method as specified in Claim 1 further composing generating audio u s a

function f the audio signals.

17. The method as specified n Claim 1 wherein the cyber reality headset displays a

foreground environment and a background environment, where the virtual triggers

appear i the foreground environment on top of the background environment.

18. The method a specified in Claim 1 wherein the background environment is altered

when at least on of the virtual triggers Is selected by the user.

19 The method as specified in Claim 17 wherein the virtual reality background s

dynamically linked to the music programs that are triggered by the user.



20. A device configured t o enable a user to compose musical sounds, comprising:

an electronic processor -configured to generate a control signal a a fimetion of virt ual

triggers selected b user;

the electronic processor also configured to generate the control signal as a function of

plurality of music programs, wherein each said music program comprises sound elements

comprising a subset of a musical composition, -and the music programs are -correlated to each

other;

fe electronic processor configured to generate a score as a function of the user selecting

the virtual triggers;

the electronic processor configured to generate an audio signal indicative of audible

musical sounds as a function of the control signal, and

a cyber reality headset configured to display the virtual triggers an the score.

2 1 The device as specified in Claim 2 wherein the electronic processo i configured to

generate the score as a function of the user selecting one of the virtual triggers a a event

displayed on the cyber reality headset.

22. The devic as specified in Claim 1 wherein the event s a timing d of a

predetermined length.

23. he device as- specified in Claim 2 1 wherein the event comprises the electronic processor

visually modifying the virtual trigger to be selected by the user

24 The device as specified in Claim wherein the event comprises a displayed collision of

an ohject wit on of d e virtual triggers,



25. The d as specified n Clai 2 1 wherein th scor is increased whe the- user selects

the virtual trigger during- he event.

2$. -The device as specified i Claim 25 wherein the score i decreased when the user does

ot select th virtual trigger daring the event

27. Th de e as specified in- Claim 2 wherein th processor is con g red to

generate th audio signal indicative of th audible musical sounds in response to the user

selecting the virt ual trigger.

28. The device as specified in Claim 20 wherein the electronic processor is configured to

generate a unique said control sig al as a function of a type of gesture the user uses to

select the irt a trigger.

29. The device a specified in Clai 20 wherein each of the usic programs is a subset of a

song.

30. The device a specified is Claim 2 wherein the electronic processor s configured to

generate a control signal indicative of a single note in a -streamed sequence, o start and

sto a loop, in response to a tap gesture.

. Th device as specified in Claim 20 wherein when one of the virtual triggers is in a first

state for a prolonged period of time, the audio signal i configured to generate successive



said audible musical sounds.

32. Th device as specified i Claim 20 wherein the eiec i processor is configured to

associate each of the selected virtual triggers with on or more of the plurality of music

programs.

33. The device as specified in Claim: 20 wherein th electronic processor is co fi gured to

c i icat with application engin a definition engine, and a plurality of media

files i e i g the music programs,

34. The d i ee as specified in Claim 20 wherein each of the virtual triggers is associated with

a musical instrument

35. The deviee as specified in Claim 34 wherein each of the virtual triggers is depicted by th

virtual reality headset as image indicative of the associated musical in rr er t

3 . Th device as specified in 20 wherein at least one icon is displayed as o

the user s e t g one of the vi ual triggers,

37. The device a specified i Claim 20 wherein the .cyber reality headset is configured to

display a foreground environment and a background environment, where the virtaai

triggers appear- i th .foreground environment top of he background environment.

1 &
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38. The device as specified in Claim 37 w ereft the a k i o rnen is altered when

at least o e of the viituai triggers is selected by the user.

39. The device as specified in Claim 37 wherein the background e r ent is dynamically

linked t th music programs that are triggered by th user.
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